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Key Resources / Articles / News / Documentaries
● The article includes a recording of a collaborative meeting of indirect procurement

professionals from end 2021:

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/indirect-spend-big-sustainability-risks-opportunities-oliver-hur

rey/

● SIAM methodology

https://www.exin.com/siam/what-is-siam-intro-service-integration-management/

Discussion points

1. Annual Sustainable Procurement Pulse Survey in partnership with Gartner
https://surveys.gartner.com/s/2022_Sustainable_Procurement_Pulse

2. Need to have this conversation
Does anyone have a good example / advice on how to measure/show progress towards a
zero-waste purchasing target (=stop buying items that cannot be reused/recycled etc.)

3. Gaps in the existing knowledge of the measurement tools available
Examples of measurement scorecards and decision trees?

4. How to measure the emissions of a project? (which tool/approach) -
concrete example?

“Measuring emissions is an iterative approach. We combine primary data from suppliers on
their own emissions, with spend based factors and activity based upon what the impact is (e.g.
travel versus capital investments). To start with however we focus on looking at 'low',
'medium', 'high' impact to assess a project and review baseline assumptions throughout and at
the end of the project - the important part for us right now is taking the actions and changing
behaviors/usage of these services to reduce impact rather than getting the measurement 100%
accurate”[ Roche]

5. OneClick LCA Platform https://www.oneclicklca.com/about-one-click-lca/
● How can one get LCAs based on primary/sound data fast enough to track progress vs

targets?

6. Contract management for sustainable practices
● When working with suppliers, do they get timelines or is it more of an iterative process

to incorporate sustainable practices? And is there a recommended approach for how to

phase a supplier out if discovered that they are not making changes towards

incorporating sustainable practices?

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/indirect-spend-big-sustainability-risks-opportunities-oliver-hurrey/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/indirect-spend-big-sustainability-risks-opportunities-oliver-hurrey/
https://www.exin.com/siam/what-is-siam-intro-service-integration-management/
https://surveys.gartner.com/s/2022_Sustainable_Procurement_Pulse
https://www.oneclicklca.com/about-one-click-lca/


● When amending MSA service agreements on this, how precise and enforceable are the

requirements? Are there basic requirements around disclosure and measurement

techniques with suppliers, which are enforceable? But are further requirements also

explicit, or are they more high level such as best effort collaboration on scope 3 carbon

foot printing and sustainability endeavors?

● As per the best practices of La Roche, the company uses “[…] contracts (of course) but

we don't put demands on suppliers in relation to scope 3 reporting & reductions. Our

approach is to take actions and facilitate the journey and there is a hierarchy of

interventions, of which Roche are largely responsible ourselves (e.g. Make or Buy,

Choosing sustainable organisations to partner with, changing the way we work

together - e.g. less travel.”

● Is there a best way to manage risks if there is no contractual language with suppliers?

When it comes to sustainability practices across the supply chain, there are still knowledge
gaps regarding suppliers’ receptiveness to the contractual enforceability of measuring such
efforts.

7. How to support a supply base shared across multiple sectors
SIAM methodology and blockchain technology can help.

8. The Pfizer model for tracking sustainability KPIs
Q1: Is the Pfizer model assuming that if the suppliers have an SBTI, by default you'll hit your
target?

A1: “As much as we can we are trying to leverage external 3rd party outcomes to define
success (the what) and enable the how […] we can spend a lot of time on the how without as
much benefit...ultimately, we will need to get there (2024+), but hopefully the standards to
define success independent of third parties is more mature”

Q2: This is a qualitative only model. How do you measure actual tons with suppliers? Tools?
LCA or any other e-tool?

A2: “for now and likely until 2024, we are using spend with supplier x industry type emission
factor for emissions. this is not precise, but doesn't need to be to segment our spend into focus
areas and more importantly align with how we will influence the spend.”

9. Any perspective on the new SBTI Next Zero long term 90% reduction
target?

10. Spend approach to measuring sustainability KPIS
Is the spend approach really relevant? Buying millions does not imply buying where the real
impact is compared to low-value items with high turnaround; is the spend based approach
used as a first step until a better model is found or would you say it is the best way to
prioritize?



Using a heat-mapping approach to identify the areas (sub-categories) to focus on

within our Indirect spend. Our sustainability department have defined a number of

sustainability topics/issues that the Category Managers then have to rate.


